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Multi-step equations are all equations that require more than two steps (or operations) to solve them. They can be simple or very difficult to do, as there are no restrictions on the number of steps you need to perform to get a solution. But one thing is certain – you will need all the knowledge gained by
solving one-step equations and two-step equations. Since it's a little more complicated, we'll show you how to solve multi-step equations in two examples. The first example is a fairly simple multi-step equation with integers that has variables on both sides of the equation. n + 2 = -4 + 2n The first thing we
need to do here is to have all the variables on one side and all the numbers on the other. It doesn't matter which one you put on the right side of the equation and which ones on the left - you'll still get the same result in the end. But in this case, we'll save ourselves a little effort if we put the variables on the
right. 2 + 4 = 2n - n Now perform the calculations and get ... 6 = n That was easy, wasn't it? By making a smart choice at the beginning, we made the equation easier to solve. Otherwise, we would have to take an additional action. Thus: n + 2 = -4 + 2n n - 2n = -4 - 2 -n = -6 |*(-1) n = 6 It does not seem
like a big deal now, but thinking and a little planning instead of automatic solving can help a lot if you deal with some multi-step equations. Now let's try to solve a more complicated equation. An equation like this: 6n - 3 (-3n + 2) = -24 + 6n This equation requires us to perform a distribution, so we will do
that first. This means multiplying each element between brackets by the number before the parentheses, or in this case by -3. 6n - 3*(-3n) + (-3)*2 = -24 + 6n When cleaned a little, we get: 6n + 9n - 6 = -24 + 6n Now the variables are left and the numbers are on the right. 6n + 9n - 6n = -24 + 6 When we
perform the additions and subtractions, we get: 9n = -18 All that is left now is to divide the whole equation 9 and ... 9n = -18 |:( 9) n = 2 ... we found the solution. If you want to practice solving multi-step equations a bit, use the free worksheets below. Multi-step equations exams for teachers Exam name file
size Downloads Upload date Multi-step equations – Inteams – very simple 527.8 kB 26787 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations - Inteams - light 526 kB 31144 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations - Intee numbers - medium 530.7 kB 60728 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations - Inteams - hard
535.4 kB 40308 Sep 3, 2019 Multi-step equations - Inteams - very hard 533 kB 35874 September 3. , 2019 Decimal Multi-Step Equations – Decimals – Very Simple 542.5 kB 5800 Sep 3, 2019 Multi-Step Equations – Decimals – Light 541.7kB 6422 Sep 3, 2019 Multi-Step Equations - Decimals - Medium
541.8 9152 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations – Decimal - hard 551.4 kB 5252 September 2019 Multi-step equations – Decimals – very hard 579.6 kB 4902 September 3, 2019 Fractions Multi-step equations – Fractions – very simple 554.5 kB 18435 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations –
Fractions – light 558.1 kB September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations - Fractions - medium 556.5 kB 23830 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations – Fractions – hard 566 kB 11185 September 3, 2019 Multi-step equations – Fractions – very hard 596.5 kB 9942 September 3. , 2019 Multi-step equations
worksheets for students english (UK) English (United States) Español (Latinoamérica) A vast collection of printable multi-step equations contains whole numbers, fractions and decimals as ingredients for abundant practice. The solution and verification of equations, geometric applications and MCQs in
this section is given in Section 7. We offer some free worksheets too! Solve equations with fractions Printable worksheets have equations that have a fractional and insensible value. Solve each multi-step equation. There are eight questions per worksheet. Solve equations involving decimals in these pdf
worksheets for grades 7 and 8, perform the basic arithmetic operation, and solve multi-step equations with decimal numbers as a combined value. Solving equations: Mixed control The combination of whole, fractional, and decimal factors represents the variable in these mixed review worksheets. Practice
them all. Solving and checking the solution In these pdf worksheets, solve multi-step equations and check the solution by replacing the value of the unknown variable with the equation. Equations in geometry: Page 1 is defined as an expression. Solve them to find the unknown variable. Area and perimeter
- Shapes: 2. Use the specified expressions and apply the area and perimeter formula to solve them. Equations in geometry: 3. Set up the equation and solve each multi-step equation. We already know that most of the algebra solves an unknown value. Sometimes more than one step to solve the
equation. You need to know which step to take first. We still have to use our inverse operations. These are actions that undo each other. Addition and subtraction are reverse operations, such as multiplication and allocation. Let's look at some examples before we go any further. Example 1: Unlock x. 6x -
20 = 10 How to view equations by looking at which number is closest to x. That would be number six. So, we want to take this six for the last time. Delete 20 with the opposite action and add 20 to each side. 6x - 20 = 10 +20 +206x = 30 Now, you can eliminate out the 6 divided on both sides 6. 6x = 306 6
x = 5 plugging the value back into the x. Let's try. 6x - 20 = 106(5) - 20 = 1030 - 20 = 1010 = 10 Works! Example 2: Solution b. \(\frac{b}{2} + 15 = - 3\) This time 2 is closest to the variable, so leave it and delete 15 first. We need to take 15 off both sides. \(\frac{b}{2} + 15 = - 3\) -15 -15 \(\frac{b}{2} = - 18\)
Be careful with the next step. The inverse operation is to multiply both sides by 2. This eliminates the 2 of the denominator. \(\frac{b}{2} \bullet 2 = - 18 \bullet 2\) \(b = - 36\) A multi-step equation sometimes involves combining similar expressions. This is when you add up all matching criteria as long as
there is only one of each. Here's an example. Example 3: Solve the equation. 12 = 7m - 5 - 2m + 2 There are two similar expressions in this equation. The 7m and -2m combine to make a 5m and a -5 and +2 combines will be -3.12 = 5m - 3 Now, add 3 on each side.+3+315 = 5m Divide both sides 5. 5 5 3
= m These multi-step equations can be a little long and hard. Sometimes, there is an unknown on both sides of the equation. We can't solve it until it's just one side. So, first, you need to move one expression to the other side using an inverse action. Example 4: Solve the equation.5p - 4 = 3p + 20 If the
two variables were on the same side of the equation, you can combine them, but this is different. We need to move one side to the other. Subtract 3p from both sides of the equal sign. 5p - 4 = 3p + 20-3p -3p 2p - 4 = 20 Now, add 4 on each side. + 4 + 42p = 24 Divide both sides 2.2 2 p = 12 Finally, let's
take a look at an example that will use all of these steps. Example 5: Release x.4(3x + 3) - 7 = 22 - 5x This starts with the old concept of the distribution property. You need to distribure the 4 into that first bracket.12x + 12 - 7 = 22 - 5x Now, combine as expressions on the left.12x + 5 = 22 - 5x Since you
have a -5x, you can add 5x on each side.+5x +5x +5x17x + 5 = 22 Subtractions from 5 each side. - 5 -5 17x = 17 Divide both pages 17.17 x = 1The following you can download some free math worksheets and practice. Practice.
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